FEED
RIGHT
BY THOMAS
GARCIA

Sticking to
a feeding
regimen
when
camping
can help
avoid health
problems for
your horse

It's easier to relax on a camping trip if you know your horses are eating right. In
this photo, Cedar McCrary keeps an eye on her grazing horses while camped
near Hopewell Lake. Photo by Devin McCrary.

"W

hat kind of
feed should
I give my
horse to get
him ready for
our elk hunt
tomorrow?”
“Matthew, there is nothing you can feed
your horse tonight that will prepare him
for tomorrow’s elk hunt. You should have
started feeding and conditioning your
horse three months ago."
Undaunted, Matthew purchases a bag of
Trackmaster and a nosebag. Later I cross
paths with the local horse veterinarian
and alert her to the possibility of being
called out on a late-night colic call.
Horseback riding, camping and packing
in the back country can be an incredible
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experience. Scenery, wildlife and wild
places, and no cell phone service are all
great reasons for going. Proper planning
in all aspects, especially with horse
feed, can make the difference between
success, and an outing of a lifetime,
and a nightmare with a lifetime of
repercussions.
From my experience riding in the back
country, I can tell you firsthand that
horses will not eat as well as they do
at home. Coupled with the increased
activity and physical exertion, that means
your horse or mule will most likely lose
weight. That alone is not harmful if you
start with an animal that is in good flesh
or even fleshy, if he is in good shape.
In a previous article, I wrote about a
conditioning program for horses, so I
will not rehash that here. Instead, I will

concentrate on feeding prior to and while
on horse outings.

Maintain the same diet

Plan to feed your horse the same hay,
grain and supplements that you feed him
at home. This will minimize the chances
of him not eating well while on the
excursion.

Anticipate graze

You may plan on staking or hobbling your
horse to let him graze to get nutrition.
If you are camping in an area with a lot
of good grass, providing your horse with
only a grain supplement will probably
suffice. Remember, you will be trying to
keep the calories at a high enough level
so your horse will lose as little weight
as possible. Grass might be delicious
to a horse, but it probably won’t supply
enough calories.

Provide ample grazing time

Your horse will need several hours of
grazing time per day, even if you are
providing grain. He cannot get enough
grass unless he is hobbled or staked on a
picket line. Don’t be tempted to just turn
your horse lose to graze. I wouldn’t trust
any horse to stick around, especially after
he has had an hour or so of grazing.

Bring certified weed-free hay
Know that many areas, especially
wildernesses, require certified weed-free
hay. If this is a requirement, feed your
horse weed-free hay a few weeks prior
to the trip to acclimate him. If you are
on a multi-day trip, bring more than the
normal amount you feed at home.

Bring fortified feeds

Bring salt

When your horse is exerting himself, he
is losing a lot of salt, especially if the
weather is hot and he is sweating. You
can bring salt in a few different forms.
A small 5-pound salt/mineral block can
be added to your pack. Or skip the block
if you are bringing fortified feed and
providing electrolytes. Both contain salt
and minerals.

Running stream water usually does not
have an off-taste, so it is rarely rejected by
a horse provided they know how to drink
from a stream! Some just don’t know, and
others are afraid of the cougar hiding
behind the rock at the watering hole.
Make sure your horse is comfortable
drinking from natural sources before you
depart on your trip or bring a collapsible
bucket and be prepared to serve your
horse!

Think about weight and bulk
if packing in hay

Store feed properly

If there may not be plentiful graze,
consider bringing hay. Standlee Hay
Company out of Eden, Idaho makes a
compressed bale that is 22” long, 18” tall
and 11” wide. It weighs 55 pounds. The
bales come in straight alfalfa, alfalfa/
grass mix, straight timothy and straight
orchard grass. They are wrapped in
plastic with a handle for ease of handling
and come in certified weed-free bales
as well. That is a lot of hay in a small
package. Compact bales save a lot of
space in the trailer and if needed can be
packed in.

Keep your horse drinking

When camping in established camping
areas, water may be available. However,
water from different areas can taste
different than home and be rejected by
your horse. Put a flavored electrolyte such
as Apple-dex in the water at home prior
to your trip and when you are camping
to disguise the new taste. Another option
is to haul water from home if you are
camping near your trailer.

At your trailer or campsite, make sure you
store feed in a safe, dry place away from
the reach of wildlife or cattle. Put feed in
the horse compartment of your trailer,
not the bed of your truck. At campsites,
wrapping the feed in tarps or mantees
will keep it dry and lessen the chance of
attracting wildlife and cattle.

Continue the feeding regimen
at home

Keep feeding the same hay/grain at
home as you did on the outing, with the
exception of a continuation of weed-free
feed. A horse that is fed the same feed and
at approximately the same times at home
as on the outing will do better than one
whose routine is changed.
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Even if there is plentiful water, some horses won't drink at first. Give them some
time, and let them see other horses drinking. These three are used to drinking
from various water sources like the Rio Grande. Photo by Matt Coulombe.

Personally, I prefer to feed a fortified
feed that is balanced for the nutritional
requirements of the horse rather than
just alfalfa cubes, pellets or a straight
simple grain. The Blue Bonnet Intensify
line has a complete feed called Intensify
Senior Therapy, Purina makes the Impact
Professional Senior, Triple Crown makes
their Complete, and Lakin Milling
Company makes the Equidyne Complete
horse pellet. These and others like them
can be fed as a sole ration to horses both
at home and on a trip. Again the key is to
feed the same at home and on the trip.
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